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The developers have worked hard to make your virtual farm experience even more realistic than the
original game. To make Farming Simulator a truly immersive game, many new features have been

added to the series, including: brand new vehicles like the complete line-up of tractors and harvesters,
plus some cool new additions. Most tractors are still available in the game as well, but those in the
demo also includes the new German Tier 2 brand of tractors by Räder GmbH. expanded soil types,

tools and other equipment available on your farm, while the harvests and plant growth are even more
dynamic. improved vehicle handling, resulting in more realistic driving. New driving systems like

PowerTracks allow for a more efficient driving experience. You can also directly steer the wheels with
the wheel controller. new connected features, like automated working progress, that will eventually
give you more detailed farming results. improved animal management, including for the first time,

much more livestock units and different animal types. Also for the first time, you can breed pigs and
cows! In addition, the game will ship with several in-game add-on content packs, which will be free of
charge for all Farming Simulator 2013 owners! There will be at least one add-on for all game modes in
the game including a basic and more advanced content pack. The in-game content packs will include

new vehicles, tools, tools and harvesters, as well as content like videos and a magazine. Farming
Simulator 20 enables you to create, manage and operate your own complete farming business.

Regardless of whether you are a beginner or a fan of this exciting genre, you can now use this series of
simulators to experience rural life like never before!
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